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Remarkably full range of printer technology
Available at SIGN Istanbul 2015

Both Memjet and HP PageWide printhead technology was present. Both toner-based printers and inkjet 
printers were exhibited. There were even wide-format toner printers (Seiko LP-1030 and KIP).

Scores of UV-cured printers, scores of solvent printer models, and even SUV (Solvent UV-cured ink chemistry) 
were exhibited at SIGN Istanbul 2015.

Latex ink printers were available from both HP and Mimaki (via Ricoh). There were textile printers, CAD and 
GIS printers (technical printers). So every size from desktop to 3.2 meters were on exhibit (and many of the 
3.2 meter brands such as efi VUTEk have 5 meter widths available in their demo room).

Applications also covered the gamut from CAD, GIS, photos, signage, billboards, T-shirts, wallpaper, and 
upholstery.

If you missed SIGN Istanbul 2015 be sure to attend SIGN Istanbul 2016.

Lots of everything: printers, inks, cutters: everything you need available at SIGN Istanbul.
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Single Pass Technology
The “future of printing” is having the printheads as a bar across the media path. So the printheads do not 
have to waste their time moving back and forth: the printheads simply jet billions of drops of ink as the pa-
per moves rapidly under the Cyan, the M, the Y, and the K line of printheads.

Several million-dollar UV-cured signage printers have this technology for several years; now HP makes it 
available in an office printer.

Over the last several years Memjet has pushed their MEMS printhead technology. Two mature Memjet-based 
printers were exhibited at SIGN Istanbul: axia and Vortex.

Xante usually skips most trade shows; so not seeing their Memjet-based Xante Excelagraphix 4200 was typi-
cal. Xerox and Oce also send a clear message by specifically not exhibiting their Memjet-based printers at 
most regional expos. The last expo I saw the Xerox Memjet printer no one was even bothering to operate it 
in the Xerox distributor booth. Now the Xerox distributor booth does not even bother to exhibit it. This natu-
rally raises the question of why do companies the size of Oce Canon and Xerox not exhibit Memjet technol-
ogy? 

Samples on floor are from MEMJET-based printers: axia at far back center; and Vortex (to the left, visible later in this report).
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Is there no market? Is the lack of pigmented ink a reason few people want it? Or is the issue with banding 
cased by nozzle failure the real reason? Or is the $100,000 price an issue? Plus the cost of constantly replac-
ing the print heads?

Fortunately Gongzheng and RTI each individually exhibited their nice Memjet printers at SIGN Istanbul, 
ironically at booths directly across the aisle from each other, in Hall 14. Since the axia Memjet was not ac-
tivated (there were print samples on top, but I did not see a team of operators at the printer), I went to the 
Vortex for test prints.

Nicholas and the hospitable printer operators of Vortex from RTI, Memjet MEMS technology.



The Memjet printer software would not accept our file, giving an error message that it was 5 GB and that it 
could accept only 1.9 GB.  Turns out the files were not entirely at fault, but it meant that we could test only a 
few meters on the nice RTI Vortex, of a much smaller file.

We e-mailed Caldera and they kindly replied immediately. But after I read their response, I looked at our files, 
and they were nowhere near even 1.9 GB. So something in the set-up software (of putting two rows of 20” 
high images together to fill the 42” width) was blowing up the file size. So perhaps it was operator error?
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But then I took the same large test files to the HP PageWide booth. A team from HP took the files and their 
HP software and their RIP handled it expertly (I do not know the brand of RIP but it did not gag like the firm-
ware or other software of Memjet).

My test images were 20” high, intended to print on Memjet in two rows, parallel to each other. But since the 
HP prints at 40” and not 42” of Memjet, the operator found it easier to enlarge our 20” images to the full 40”.  
So the resulting image was 100% longer than I had expected.
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In our TRENDs level FLAAR Report on SIGN Istanbul I will comment further on how the HP PageWide results 
compared with the Memjet results of RTI Vortex, keeping in mind that the Memjet operator used high grade 
glossy (probably coated) media. The HP had a normal paper for CAD; not coated for photographs.

If we are ever in an HP demo room, or in Barcelona headquarters, to learn more about the PageWide series 
of printers, we can do further evaluations on this remarkable printing technology. 

We did not have time to measure the printout by HP PageWide technology, but it took about 16 of our staff to hold this “single print.”

The print samples are cartoon drawings by FLAAR illustrators. We have been working on producing children’s books and cartoons for 
three years and will launch our new web site by the end of October. This is an independent division of FLAAR; all the printer research and 
FLAAR Reports on wide-format inkjet will continue as always.
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Toner-based Printers
OKI, Konica Minolta, Ricoh, Oce, Canon, Xerox, and even Sharp had a visible presence at SIGN Istanbul. KIP 
was also present, as was a local brand, DEVELOP. It is rare for a signage expo to have such a helpful presence 
of so many toner-based printers. 
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I had test images and would have liked to test each brand of printer, but it takes time to do this, and with 
so many products in three spacious halls I was able to make time only to visit OKI and Konica Minolta (since 
the Memjet and PageWide printer tests had to wait for access to the printers, since understandably a lot of 
people wanted to learn about these same machines).

The OKI booth had lots of visitors so I appreciate that the team there did print samples. OKI has good price for a capable office or even 
home printer.  FLAAR prints some test images with the OKI ES9541 printer to review the high quality of this toner printer.
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The Konica Minolta booth had a waiting line for access to the printer and thus again I appreciate them doing 
samples without prior reservation. The printer we tested was the Konica Minolta bizhub PRESS C70hc.

Cheap toner printers tend to have problems of banding, plus color may be iffy. This Konica Minolta business 
printer offers a wider printer gamut, with Simitri HD (High Definition Polymerized Toner). I would like to do 
further tests with additional images, since the images I had with me were not filled with diverse colors.

There was not time to test all the other brands. We would also enjoy testing Canon, Oce, Xerox, Ricoh, Konica 
Minolta and Sharp.
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(Eco-) Solvent-Based Printers
There were eco-solvent-based printers from all the important Japanese brands (Mimaki, Mutoh, Roland, 
and Epson) and from a diverse range of Chinese brands. So print shop owners in every part of Turkey and 
surrounding countries had a full range of choices. There was even the dual-ink, dual-curing chemistry, SUV 
(prints with solvent ink then cures comparable to UV-cured; all within the one printer).

Mutoh ValueJet VJ-1624 at Folpa booth.

Roland SolJet Pro4 XR-640 at Rolando booth.
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In addition to the 32 models from all the main Japanese solvent brands, there were 39 Chinese solvent print-
ers (about 20 brands). Seiko failed to appear (despite being registered) but since there were 24 other brands 
and 71 models, no one worried about Seiko’s absence. This is unfortunate, since 10 years ago up to 3 years 
ago, Seiko was a brand that I enjoyed seeing in those past years. 

A-Starjet printer at Enerji Dijital booth.

Crystal printer at Folpa booth.
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Roland has AKONI, SAYAR , and 
Roland’s main booth (and OTS 
(SPANDEX) also. Mutoh had stronger 
showing here in Turkey than in any 
other trade show elsewhere in the 
world the entire year: Folpa, Prodigi-
tal and STR dijital.

Altogether an impressive presence 
for Mimaki, Mutoh, and Roland.
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Latex Ink Printers
There were entry-level latex printers in at least two of the three HP booths. Plus the latex ink system devel-
oped by Mimaki was exhibited in the Ricoh booth (Mimaki uses several different brands of printheads, de-
pending which is optimal for the ink involved, but overall, many Mimaki UV-cured printers tend to use Ricoh 
print heads, so it is no surprise that Ricoh is also interested in selling Mimaki-developed printers).

But with the tons of UV-cured printer brands and even more solvent printer brands, it is tough for latex ink 
to compete (with only two brands, since the Chinese latex printers have not been successful and are barely 
exhibited even in China).

However we did print samples with latex ink on HP latex printers in July (in South Africa) and the results were 
handsome.

HP also had an extra display just to show the applications of their latex ink printer.
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Water-Based Printers
HP, Canon, and Epson had water based technical printers. Plus there were “B” branded Epson printers that 
evidently are a new dye-ink series. I have never before seen an Epson printer with a “B” name (F for textile 
and S for solvent are the main kind of Epson printers that I expect).

FLAAR Reports started with water-based printers circa 2007-2009, with a printer provided by Encad. Then 
we moved into giclee and fine art photography printers and CAD, GIS printers in 2001. However the world 
moved to eco-solvent a few years later, but we did not want any solvent chemicals in our test facilities. And 
when UV became popular, there were too many brands (and printers were too large to move into our univer-
sity). So from 2005 onwards we do all testing and evaluations at the printer factory of the brand requesting 
an evaluation, and/or at a print shop which is using the UV printer.

Printer manufacturers welcome Nicholas to their factories since while there he can speak with both engi-
neers and marketing department personnel to suggest good ideas. So dozens of printer manufacturers have 
flown Dr. Hellmuth and his assistants to their factories.

Dr. Nicholas Hellmuth at Hi-Jet factory visit.

Dr. Nicholas Hellmuth at efi Vutek  factory visit.

Dr. Nicholas Hellmuth at Durst factory visit.

Dr. Nicholas Hellmuth at MyJet factory visit.
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Textile Printers
There were several brands of T-shirt 
printers plus 27 textile printers of 
different 11 brands. Flora had a 3.2m 
model. Mimaki had at least three tex-
tile printers: PIMMS and Digimania. 
There was even a sticky-belt textile 
printer.

We list every brand, every model, in 
our TRENDs level report on textile 
printers.

Flora TX 3200DS at Fleksmedia booth.

Mimaki JV300-160 at Digimania booth.
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UV-cured Printers
In some parts of the world there are more UV-cured printers at signage expos than solvent printers. In a few 
parts of the world there are more solvent-based printers. Here at SIGN Istanbul there were scores of each.

There is a separate FLAAR Report which lists every single brand, every model of UV-cured printer at this 
expo: all the Chinese brands and models, all the Japanese and Korean brands and models, and all the other 
brands and models. You can ask to be invoiced for these comprehensive TRENDs coverage by emailing 
FrontDesk “at” FLAAR.org.

Flora and efi VUTEk had a nice presence in the booth of Fleksmedia. Mimaki had two of their flatbeds and 
most of their desktop UJF-series UV-cured printers in several booths. The nice printer of Dilli was in the 
Prodigital booth. Then there were a dozen booths with other printers, especially Chinese UV-cured printers.

Flora and efi VUTEk had a nice precence in the booth of Fleksmedia
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Efi VUTEk H2000 Pro at Fleksmedia booth.

Flora PP 2512 UV at Fleksmedia booth.
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Gradually we are dividing our coverage, so we will cover desktop printers in one TRENDs report. And wide-
format in a separate TRENDs report. We will do this for those expos where there are more than 50 brands of 
all sizes of UV-cured printers. 

Desktop flatbed printers tend to be mostly UV-cured. A few are eco-solvent. Of course all the desktop T-shirt 
printers we cover in the textile reports.

Efi H162 at Fleksmedia booth.

Handtop flatbed UV printer at Pigment booth. Mimaki JFX500-2131 at PiMMS booth.

Fujifilm Vibrant F1600 at the Fujifilm booth.
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One item of interest at SIGN Istanbul was the rotaprint, rotary printing attachment, for Roland printers. The 
hospitable owner of the Rotaprint company came up to say hello. We often get print shops and individuals 
asking what printer we recommend for bottles and other cylindrical containers. So if we can visit the head-
quarters of Rotaprint in Malta, we will be able to evaluate this interesting technology.

Thus it is good that the web site of rotaprint clearly lists the primers and even post-printing materials which 
are necessary.

Print shop owners and managers should be cautious about claims that a UV-cured printer can 
“print on glass and ceramics and metal.”

Anything can “print” on glass, ceramics, and metal. The question is how long the ink will adhere. Nor-
mally the ink flakes off, scratches off. And of course some alcohol inks simply wipe off with a cloth (if 
the cloth has cleaning fluids).

Another problem are new inks which claim they can avoid all problems, require no oven for heat treat-
ment, etc. If there were a perfect new ink, why are not all companies using it? ? ?

We get more glass companies, architectural décor companies, and print shops asking us for consulting 
services for how to really, actually, fully be able to print on glass.

Sad aspect is that most of them come for consultation only after they mistakenly buy a printer that 
promises it can “print on glass, ceramics, metal…”
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Inks
After-market ink is a realistic aspect of the world of signage and graphics printing. Competition is a help-
ful ingredient to keep prices reasonable so it helps to have a diverse range of ink companies exhibiting. For 
Chinese brands, there were several factories representing themselves directly. But most ink was in the booth 
of distributors.
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Printable Materials
I always associate SIGN Istanbul with lots of 
booths of thick material, both for traditional 
signage, and for being printable with flatbed 
printers. Hall 14 is where most of these booths 
were located. The Chinese brands were in Hall 11. 
I estimate that SIGN Istanbul has more booths for 
flat thick material than most regional expos.
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For roll-to-roll media, there were several Chinese brands in Hall 11, and then distributors throughout 
Halls 12 and 14.
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RIP Software
SAI RIP was in the Mutoh booth of Folpa. The Caldera RIP logo was on the wall of Pigment 
booth (SwissQprint and Handtop printer booth). The catalog of Pigment had an ONYX RIP 
logo. Wasatch was listed as the RIP for certain Epson printers. The other major international 
brands of RIP software probably had their logos displayed on distributor booths. But when 
there are people in a booth often the booth wall logos are not visible.

Hans-Peter Tobler, CEO of ErgoSoft RIP of Switzerland attended the expo.
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Laminators
Although many printer companies claim that “no lamination needed” in fact in many applications lamination 
is necessary. In other applications the surface appearance of the lamination is an asset. So it helps to have 
laminators available at a trade show. What was noticeable is that all were roll-fed laminators.
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XY Flatbed Cutters
Aristo, Zünd, Kongsberg were all present. These are the three international prestige brands. The presence of 
prestige brands documents that a trade show is recognized in the industry.

Esko Kongsberg XN flatbed cutter at Yatay Bilgisayar booth.

JWEI CB06-2513 flatbed cutter at PASS booth.
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CNC Routers, CO2 Laser 
Cutters, 

Plasma Cutters
There were more brands of CNC routers, laser 
cutters and other flatbed cutting, routing, and 
than at most other expos. Plus here in Turkey the 
difference was that several brands of routers and 
cutters are manufactured in Turkey. However I did 
not notice any robotic cutters of the kind that are 
nicely visible at SGI (Sign Middle East) in Dubai.

Pablo M. Lee, FLAAR staff member, reviewing 
a laser CNC machine.
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LED and LCD 
Dynamic Digital 

Signage
There was an area of Hall 14 with 
exhibits of electronic signage, as well 
as traditional equipment for making 
traditional (non-electronic, non-digi-
tal) signage.
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3D Scanning, 3D Printing, 
3D Everything

A pleasant addition to SIGN Istanbul 2015 was the co-
located 3D PRINTSHOW İSTANBUL exhibit, in Hall 11, 
which is a global Show series of Tarsus Group. The re-
sult was more 3D printers and 3D scanners than every 
signage expo in the USA all put together. Since Tarsus 
owns 3D PRINTSHOW İSTANBUL it was logical that 3D 
PRINTSHOW İSTANBUL co-located with SIGN Istanbul 
(for the first time this year, 2015).

There were also probably more 3D technology here at 
SIGN Istanbul than most printer and signage expos of 
all the rest of Europe.

Having 3D “printers” is only part of the workflow. Cru-
cial are to have 3D scanners, 3D software and all the 
3D computer imaging software. The scanners were 
present here at SIGN Istanbul, including Artec from 
Russia.

For SIGN Istanbul 2016 it would be nice to have more 
3D software brands exhibiting. We at FLAAR have 
been studying 3D scanners and 3D software for sever-
al years and have our own in-house 3D software staff. 
So just a few weeks ago we attended SIGGRAPH in Los 
Angeles. This is one of the largest computer graphics 
animation expos in the entire Western hemisphere. 
Although most of SIGGRAPH is focused on (cartoon) 
3D animation, the 3D technology can be used for 3D 
signage as well.
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3D “printers”
Several brands of 3D rapid prototypers actually do use printheads. But 95% of the brands on exhibit at all 3D 
“printer” expos are extruding melted plastic-like materials; they are not using printheads. Nonetheless, all 
these different (non-printer) extrusion chemistries and technologies are nowadays labeled as 3D printers for 
the general public.

Since the present technology is primarily for additive manufacturing and rapid prototyping, these machines 
are not for producing 3D signage. Most of the booths exhibited architectural models and 3-dimensional 
owls, other brands, cartoon monsters, etc.

It would be nice to see the 3D printers of Mimaki, and the 3D printers of HP at SIGN Istanbul 
2016. 

Roland and Mutoh appear to be nice basic entry level 3D printers. Each of these other printers, HP Multi 
Jet Fusion 3D and Mimaki 3D, are far and away more sophisticated than any other 3D systems of inkjet 
printer manufacturers. 

Since FLAAR has many of our own 3D scanning projects, we hope to receive a 3D printer for testing and 
evaluation in the future.

95% of the brands on exhibit at all 3D “printer” expos are extruding melted plastic-like materials. Closeup 3D Master printer.
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Most of the booths exhibited architectural models and 3-dimensional owls, other brands, cartoon monsters, etc.

Witbox 3D printer at MakeTogether booth.
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In addition to lots 
of 3D there were 

also lectures
In addition to all the 3D scanners and 
3D printers, there were several con-
ferences held to increase awareness 
on this subject. . This was a clever 
and helpful addition.

It might also be a good idea to have 
one segment of lectures in English 
(with projected pre-lecture transla-
tion in Turkish).
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Booth Design
Since our background at FLAAR is both in architecture and graphic design, at some trade shows we do eval-
uations of booth design, especially wall design, reception desk design, and interior decoration of the booth. 

The creativity in the design of several booths was remarkable, both in the use of materials and inventiveness 
to highlight of the competitors. One booth that caught our attention was of Ozak, with column and arch 
design, featuring the best style of the popular architectural history of Turkey.
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At a Russian trade show in Moscow four years ago, an entire booth collapsed, damaging or destroying most 
of the printers inside. At another expo the Triangle Ink booth second story began to sag, and the entire 
booth was closed down and roped off by expo police. We have heard stories about booths collapsing at 
other expos also.

So as a polite bit of suggestion, be sure that your booth has a robust structure if it is over one story high.

We have also done a report on booth behavior. At 50% of the booths, 50% of the people inside have their 
faces buried in their cell phones! 

At SIGN Istanbul it is a custom to employ attractive hostesses to welcome people to the booth. You see 
comparable trade show booth hostesses in Brazil and to some degree in Mexico, plus at most German trade 
shows.
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Drones
Yes, we are very interested in drones. We studied these at Photokina 2014 and have evaluated drones for 
3D scanning of entire trees (there is one species of tree in Guatemala which grows to the height of a 5-story 
building). 

Thus it was a pleasant surprise to see two drones in one booth at SIGN Istanbul. One was a normal sized 
drone, the kind to carry a GoPro kind of camera (used by bikers and hikers to record their path). None of 
these GoPro cameras are adequate for 3 D scanning (too distorted since 90% of these drones and cameras 
are for weekend and hobbyists, or for agricultural imagery where distortion of the crops is not an issue).
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But what amazed me at SIGN Istanbul was the min-
iature drone; the size of a moth (actually there are 
some butterflies which are larger than this minia-
ture drone). It is scary to imagine a drone this small 
managing our lives in the near future.  But it sure 
was impressive to see this miniature drone technol-
ogy close-up and in-person.

So overall, SIGN Istanbul has all kinds of new and 
exciting technology.
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Concluding Remarks
No signage or graphics printer or screen printing expo in USA has as many toner-based brands as did SIGN 
Istanbul. In fact SIGN Istanbul had more brands of toner-based printers than any and all other European sig-
nage trade shows that I have attended.

SIGN Istanbul was very good with flatbed cutters and CNC routers: the three top prestige brands were pres-
ent: Aristo, Kongsberg, and Zünd. Plus dozens and dozens and dozens of Chinese brands of CNC routers.

For low-priced Chinese printers, SIGN Istanbul had more brands than every expo in all Europe and all USA 
and all Canada put together. Plus of course SIGN Istanbul had efi VUTEk, SwissQprint, HP, Fujifilm, Canon Oce, 
Mimaki, Mutoh, Roland, Epson, etc.

For 3D printers (3D rapid prototypers, 3D additive manufacturing machines), I was pleasantly surprised with 
3D presence at GOA 2015 (Graphics of the Americas in Miami), FESPA Africa 2015 in Johannesburg, and SIG-
GRAPH 2015 in Los Angeles. But SIGN Istanbul had more brands and especially had lots of entry-level 3D 
scanners plus had exhibitors of the materials that the 3D printers exude to create the models. 

If you are from anywhere else in the world, a definite advantage of attending SIGN Istanbul 2016 is being 
able to experience the culture, the museums, the architectural history of Turkey: both Europe and Asia come 
together in this remarkable country. 

So we hope to see you at SIGN Istanbul 2016, 29 September through 2 October, organized by Tarsus and iFO,
www.signistanbul.com. 
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1. The city has an impeccable road system that allows you to connect with any place were you 
go; but you have to keep in mind is that as in every big city the rush hour is something that 
affects traffic.

2. So don’t expect to get anywhere soon if you travel at peak traffic times! If you are in the ho-
tels near the convention center you have to keep in mind that it will take you about an hour 
(if you’re lucky of not finding traffic) to get to the city center. 

Appendix A
Going around Istanbul

The Istanbul transportation system is very safe and accurate. If you are planning to attend SIGN Istanbul 
2016 here are a few tips to be taken into consideration when planning your trip.
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3. To avoid having a lot of expenses moving 
around in taxi, you can make use of the con-
venient public transport system: buses, sub-
ways and trams that stop in front of almost all 
the sights of the city.

4. If you decide to move around in public trans-
portation I personally recommend to get the 
“Istanbul Card” which is cheaper than paying 
each trip individually and is accepted in the 
subway, tram and bus.
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5. Even with this convenient transportation you must think it through if you 
travel with large bags, I will not recommend the use of public transportation 
to travel from airport to your hotel, as there are many places where you must 
go up or down a flight of stairs. In that case it is better and safer to arrange for 
someone to pick you up at the airport.

6. If you prefer to have private transportation, there are scores of tourist agen-
cies who provide tours, in any and every language(s) that you speak. You can 
have a private tour, or for much less cost go with a group.

We always appreciate an airport pickup to take us directly to the hotel. After many hours (and 
sometimes two days) of travel, it helps to have a car-and-driver waiting for you
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Istanbul has thouands of years of history, in its 
monumental architecture and its museums.

Frankly, if you have never been to Istanbul, you 
should consider attending SIGN Istanbul 2016, 29 
September through 2 October. The climate this time 
of year is neither too cold nor too hot. November, 
December, and January can be rather cold. And 
summer can be rather warm. So late September is a 
good alternative.

The FLAAR team hopes to see you at SIGN Istanbul 
2016.

www.SignIstanbul.com is where you can find ad-
ditional information.

And remember, 3D PRINTSHOW will also be co-
located in 2016, so lots of 3D scanners, 3D printers, 
and everything else 3-dimensional.
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Appendix B
Comments on positive aspects of SIGN Istanbul

The organization of the exhibition was well coordinated, a result both of talent and considerable experience 
of two organizations, iFO and Tarsus Group. 

There are several aspects that can be highlighted, but the one that most caught our attention was that all the 
staff assigned to receive the attendees, did it with the greatest hospitality. Despite the language barrier for 
foreign visitors I noticed that they always were greeted with the best attitude and a big smile. 

It is necessary to congratulate all the organizers that made this exhibition a great success. They took care of 
even the smallest detail so that it went perfectly. 

The aspect that pleased me the most is the great attention they paid to order and cleanliness of the halls. Not 
even thirty seconds passed without seeing one person in charge of keeping everything in place, so that the 
aesthetic was impeccable.

Very clean because there were expo hall staff in the aisles all day long to keep the floors clean.
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FLAAR Reports on 3D
3D Signage
3D printers
3D Scanners
3D Rapid Prototypers

Flat rate

•	 $120 for an individual or company with 4 or fewer people.

•	 For a company with more than four people, $220 (for anyone and everyone at this company)

•	 For a manufacturer of printers or any comparable company, $340 (so you can distribute the FLAAR Re-
ports to an entire team plus to other teams within your company including to offices in other countries. 

This is an Honor System: $120 is for individuals, students, professors, or any company with 4 or fewer people. 
If you are a manufacturer, the $340 is in effect a license so you can offer these reports to whomever you wish 
within your company).

These rates also include any future 3D reports which would be issued during October, November, and De-
cember.
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